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INFORMATION IDENTIFYING THE QUALIFICATION

Name and status of awarding institution
Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia.
Public university.

Name of qualification and title conferred in original language
Máster Universitario en Ciencia del Lenguaje y Lingüística Hispánica por la Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia.

Status
National validity.
Approved by Accord of the Council of Ministers on January 22nd, 2010.

Main field(s) of study for the qualification
The study is included in the field of Arts and Humanities.

Language(s) of instruction/examination
The degree is taught in Spanish.

INFORMATION ON THE LEVEL OF THE QUALIFICATION

Level of qualification
Level 3 (Master) in the Spanish Framework of Higher Education (MECES) is equivalent to level 7 of European Qualification Framework (EQF).

Official length of programme
The official length of programme is 60 ECTS and 1 year full time.

Access requirements
Bachelor’s Degree in Linguistics, Philology Hispanic or any foreign. Bachelor’s Degree in Humanities or other qualifications with training supplements, as Translation, Communication, Anthropology, Philosophy, Psychology, Sociology, History, Law, Information Sciences, Computer Science, Arts, Literature, Biogenetic, Medicine.
INFORMATION ON THE CONTENTS

Mode of study

Distance learning full time.

Programme requirements

The programme of studies is composed of 50 elective ECTS and 10 Master's Dissertation ECTS.

Subjects

- Introduction to Applied Linguistics
- Literary Language
- Ethnolinguistics
- Linguistics and First Writing Systems
- Pragmatics and Linguistic Communication
- Linguistic Analysis of Discourse
- Language, Poetry, Knowledge: Poetical Grammar and the Hispanic Contribution
- Fundamentals of Visual Language
- Computational Linguistics
- Phonological Fundamentals Communication
- Language and Communication in the Media
- Linguistic Components of Translation
- Diachronic Romance Linguistics: Language History
- Linguistic Variation (Historical Dialectology of the Spanish Language)
- Synchronic Dialectology and Linguistic Geography of the Spanish Language
- Genesis of the (Lexical-grammatical) Linguistic Content
- Spanish Linguistics
- Language Variety
- Linguistic Grammar
- Linguistics, Language Acquisition and Language Pathologies
- Language Diversity
- Language Science (Linguistics): General Principles and Systematic Development
- Parts of Speech (Word Classes) and Morphological Categories
- Prescriptive (Normative) Aspects of Spanish
• Synchronic Dialectology and Linguistic Geography of the Spanish Language
• Bases of Morphological and Syntactic Analysis
• Genetic Bases of Language
• English Grammar
• Linguistic Grammar
• Introduction to Grammar
• Research Methods in Applied English Linguistics
• The survival of Greek and Latin in the Spanish language
• Second Language: Galician
• Second Language: German
• Second Language: Catalan
• Second Language: French
• Second Language: Italian
• Second Language: Latin
• Second language: Greek
• Second Language: Portuguese
• Master Thesis Work

Grading scheme

In the Spanish university system, modules/courses are graded on a scale of 0 to 10 points with the following qualitative equivalence:

0-4.9: "suspenso"; 5-6.9: "aprobado"; 7-8.9: "notable"; 9-10: "sobresaliente". A special mention, "Matrícula de Honor" may be granted to up to 5% of the students in a group provided they have got a "sobresaliente". To pass a module/course it is necessary to get at least 5 points.

In cases of recognition of ECTS, professional experience, cultural or sports activities, or student representation no grading will be recorded but, where appropriate, the word "Apto".

INFORMATION ON THE FUNCTION OF THE QUALIFICATION

Access to further study

This qualification gives access to Doctoral studies, provided that the student has completed a minimum of 300 ECTS in the overall teachings of Bachelor and Master.
Stated objectives associated with the qualification and professional status (if applicable)

The general objective attends scientific consideration of language in three main aspects: studies the general principles and development, systematic and practical, sound emission, the iconic and conceptual representation of the world of life from the framework of human communication. Linguistics responds of such principles as the science of the Language. Studies in addition the international interest of eminent linguists who reflect on relevant aspects of the Hispanic world language. This Master studies also linguistic communication in their systematic and practical aspect, since the origins of the intercom from the media and computational techniques of language writing.

The Science Master of language and Spanish linguistics student acquires a high academic training to start doctoral studies or research projects on language, linguistic relations of iconic, conceptual and expressive fields and media.

Is also trained for the profession in teaching or technical areas related to language and the business world by capacity of synthesis and of "economy" means in relation to communication, the balance of possible "productions" and "performance" of a specific programme: conception, organization, planning, lexical and syntactic communicative interactivity, etc.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

https://www.uned.es

INFORMATION ON THE NATIONAL HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM